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Abstract

Ambiguity is the major problem in Software Requirements Specification (SRS) documents because most of the SRS documents are written in natural language and natural language is generally ambiguous. There are various types of techniques that have been used to detect ambiguity in SRS documents. Based on an analysis of the existing work, the ambiguity detection techniques can be categorized into three approaches: (1) manual approach, (2) semi-automatic approach using natural language processing, (3) semi-automatic approach using machine learning. Among them, one of the semi-automatic approaches that uses the Naïve Bayes (NB) text classification technique obtained high accuracy and performed effectively in detecting ambiguities in SRS.
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1. Introduction

Requirements Engineering (RE) is a process of the production and refinement of a Software Requirements Specification (SRS). It executes an important role in software development life cycle (1) because SRS produced artifacts such as system design, coding and testing for the software development and the successful result of software project is mainly based on the quality of SRS documents. Hence, SRS is significant in software projects (2). SRS assists as a bond in the beginning of the development until the main point of quality control. Furthermore, formal languages are not understandable for most of the stakeholders to use in SRS. Thus, SRS are mostly written in natural language (3). However, natural language is basically ambiguous (3). Ambiguity means a word can be interpreted in more than one meaning (4). According to (5), the four most common types of ambiguity in SRS are (i) lexical, (ii) syntactic, (iii) semantic and (iv) pragmatic. Lexical ambiguity exits when a word has two or more possible meanings. Syntactic ambiguity is also known as structure ambiguity, appears when a sequence of words can be translated into more than one ways due to vague grammatical structure. On the other hand, semantic ambiguity is a sentence, which can be translated into more than one way within its context. Besides, pragmatic ambiguity arises when a sentence is not specific and the given context is lacking or missing the needed information to clarify its meaning.

1.1. Motivation

Ambiguity in requirements sentence is a major problem because it leads to the poor quality of SRS documents (6). Additionally, the software errors increase during requirements phase because of requirements specification are ambiguous and errors in requirements are widespread, harmful and costly such that it can lead to lower quality of SRS documents (7). Several techniques have been used to detect ambiguity in SRS. (8-10) suggested using human expertise in detecting ambiguity. However, (2, 11-17) used semi-automatic approaches using natural language processing techniques and (7, 13, 18-23) used semi-automatic approaches using machine learning techniques in detecting ambiguities. Semi-automatic means both human expertise and automatic techniques (natural language processing and machine learning) are used in detecting ambiguities. Based on the above, we can conclude that ambiguity detection approaches can be categorized into three groups and they are manual, semi-automatic using natural language processing techniques and semi-automatic using machine learning techniques. The detailed explanation is discussed in the Literature Review section.

2. Literature Review

Based on the previous work analysis, we can conclude that there are three approaches to detect ambiguity in SRS and they are manual, semi-automatic using natural language processing and semi-automatic using machine learning techniques.

2.1. Manual Approaches in Detecting Ambiguity

The manual approach in detecting ambiguity denotes that only requirements engineering expertise is used in detecting ambiguity and no automatic techniques are required. There are two types of manual approaches, which are inspection and review.

2.2. Inspection Techniques

(9, 24) mentioned that the inspection technique is performed by distributing the requirements to all stakeholders requesting for an interpretation. The interpretations are then compared across all
stakeholders. If one interpretation is different from the other, then the requirements are ambiguous. The two methods of inspection techniques in detecting ambiguity are checklist and scenario-based reading techniques. The checklists are mainly used in detecting ambiguity of a single requirements sentence and scenario-based reading techniques are used for detecting passage level requirements sentence(7). Moreover, the checklists are not systematic, which means it does not provide any instructions on how to detect ambiguity; however, checklists techniques identify ambiguity based on previously identified ambiguity types (24, 25). Additionally, the general idea of a scenario-based reading technique is providing effective scenario with an inspector. For example, an inspector needs to create test cases for a requirements document and answer the questions thereafter. If the questions cannot be answered by the inspector then defect is therefore detected (25).

2.3. Review Techniques
The review process involves three steps. Firstly, the reviewers looked for ambiguity in documents manually. Next, the reviewers rated the collection of ambiguities based on their severities. Finally, both collected ambiguity and the review of natural language documents are sent back to author for corrections(15).

According to(9) review is a manual process, which consists of multiples readers who are required to check a document for irregularity and errors. A walkthrough is one type of review process, which is made up of a group of reviewers from requirements engineering background. The common walkthrough consists of at least one reviewer and most of the time reader’s task is to present the document to the other group. Based on the above description for both inspection and review processes, the inspection techniques are mostly used for detection of defects in the context of requirements documents. But, the review process is just for agreement between the reviewers and walkthrough is training for reviewers before reviewers begin the agreements between them. Moreover, the inspection techniques should be done before the process of detecting errors in the requirements and the walkthrough process(12).

2.4. Semi-Automatic Approach Using Natural Language Processing Techniques
The semi-automatic approach using natural language processing techniques are where requirements engineers used both natural language processing techniques with the assistance of human experts while detecting ambiguity in SRS. There are two types of natural language processing techniques and they are ontology and natural language patterns.

2.5. Ontology Classifier
The ontology text classification technique begins by removing less significant words of the documents. The ontology text classification then classified the relations between the concepts and the explanations of the concepts, which helps to clearly understand the potential meanings of an ambiguous terms (11).

According to (15), they developed the ontology based ConceptNet3 in order to detect ambiguity in “common sense knowledge”. Before they begin to use ConceptNet3, they used a dictionary to eliminate the typographical errors and spelling mistakes. Hence, if a sentence has many clauses, they will extract a simple sentence from it. Finally, they reported that ConceptNet3 is able to detect ambiguity of common sense knowledge and compatible with other ontologies such as WordNet and Brandeis Semantic Ontology. (8) built Requirements Engineering Specification Improver (RESI) to detect ambiguity in SRS. The RESI is semi-automatic tool in which ontology is the main techniques used to detect ambiguity. This paper discusses the four most popular types of ontology, which are ResearchCyc, WordNet, ConceptNet and YAGA that are used to detect ambiguity. Among them, ResearchCyc produces the most number of ambiguous words, WordNet is able to detect only synonyms and possible ambiguities, while ConceptNet and YAGA are not able to detect any ambiguity at all, but able to detect synonyms. In addition, they implemented a new version of RESI by improving the previous version. The new version of RESI represents a graph system to be able to read specification machine to communicate bi-directionally and while the ontologies look for ambiguities. Finally, they reported that they are able to identify semantic and syntactic ambiguities by using the new version of RESI(26).

On the other hand,(27) suggested that they used ontology based text classification method. At first, they trained data and then selected the most relevant documents for input from the training by using the Application Programming Interface (API). Furthermore, they used Protégé ontology editor to perform the creation, visualization and manipulation of ontologies in different types of representation formats. The purpose of using ontology is to minimize the misclassifications, which leads to ambiguous documents. However, the ontology text classification obtained low accuracy in automatic documents classification system.

2.6. Natural Language Patterns
In the process of detecting ambiguity using natural language pattern, the requirements engineers first look for ambiguity through a manual process. The natural language patterns are then matched based on the ambiguity of the words in the requirements. This process is known as the ‘patterns matching process’. Finally, requirements engineers rewrite the requirements(13).

(16) have argued that they developed natural language application technique to detect ambiguity as well as to resolve the ambiguities named as newspeak. The newspeak is the refining of the Alvey Natural Language Toolkit (ANLT). In newspeak, they applied Goal-Structure Analysis (GSA) to build SRS by examining the effect of changing the specific requirements. GSA contains graphs structures of object and object is goal, effect, fact and condition. These association is a frame in GSA. The GSA helps to process all rare statements of a frame, detect ambiguities and translate each casually specified statement, which directs into a logic form. Jiang et al. (2012) presented that they used active-learning based method to look for entity aliases without string similarity. First and foremost, they removed alias or entities from documents by using extractor. Then, they trained documents into the subset-based pairwise comparator after removing the alias. The purpose of using pairwise comparator is that it narrows down the scope of every details entity. Hence, it can keep every details entity and aliases in the same divisions for the construction an entity document index and extracting the most commonly applied entities in the documents. Moreover, they used a classifier to differentiate between aliases and non-aliases and if aliases are higher than non-aliases, they consider that they are the same. At last, the classifier stimulates active user learning by combining these objects to attain better performance with less training labels in each given entity. The training sample selector informally choses a subset of entity values and labelled for each sample to train in classifier until training is satisfied.

2.7. Semi-Automatic Approach Using Machine Learning Techniques
The four common types of semi-automatic approaches using machine learning techniques in detecting ambiguity are decision-tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB) and N-gram modeling.

2.8. Decision-Tree Text Classification Technique
The process of the decision-tree performs from a general to the specific search of a feature by adding the highest useful features to a tree structure to proceed the search. In learned decision tree process, each feature is selected during the search process, which is
signified by a node and each node represents a selective point between number of unlike possible values for a feature. This process continues until all training examples are accounted by a decision tree (Pedersen, 2001).

One of the studies (19) suggested that they applied Test-Based Risk Identification Methodology (TBRIM), which is based on decision assistance for the requirements assessment. TBRIM can be used in both manual and automatic requirements assessment tool. For the TBRIM of manual process, they applied review method by providing instruction on how to detect ambiguity, conflict, complexity and technical errors. For the TBRIM automatic process, they applied Advanced Integrated Requirements Engineering System (AIRES) that is based on ASCII format version of the specification and they reported that AIRES assist the achievement and analysis of software requirements by identifying ambiguity, conflict, complexity and technical errors as compared to the previous.

On the other hand, (18) stated that they used fuzzy decision to detect ambiguity involving four steps. In step 1, they labeled the data manually for training data. In step 2, they trained the training data into the fuzzy decision-tree for building classifier. In step 3, they estimated unlabeled instances by using fuzzy decision-tree classifier to classify ambiguity. In the last step, they selected the highest classification ambiguous instances then, removed those ambiguous instances. Furthermore, if the collected instances were lower than the predefined sizes, they chose the next instance by repeating the step 1 to 4. Finally, they found out that this approach provided the sufficient evidence and assisted to the corresponding theoretical interpretation.

2.9. Support Vector Machine (SVM) text classification

In SVM model, requirements engineers used Part of Speech (POS) tagging to tag every element in the given corpus for representing a word. Next, SVM will assign weight to the corpus. The weight is then compared with threshold value. If the weight is larger or difficult to identify by SVM, then the errors are detected (18).

Moschitti, Riccardi and Raymond (2007) applied SVM, to detect the concept disambiguation for both syntactic and semantic structures on the Airlines Travel Information System (ATIS). Hence, they used multiclassification approach such as SVM-light-TK software2, Poly-SVM (polynomial kernel) and Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMS) or Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to be used in the disambiguation classification concept. SVM-light-TK software2 is used for encoding from all the tree kernels functions like Simple Parse Tree(SPT), Concept Marker Tree (CMT), All Concept Market Tree (ACMT) and Percolating Concept Marked Tree (PACMIT), which assisted in classifying disambiguation process. The Poly-SVM depends on the SVM’s a polynomial kernel for supporting the disambiguation concepts in documents. Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMS) or Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) is used for discovering sequence due to the structure of the graph, which displayed individuality label sequence model. CRFs require a single combined probability distribution from the complete label sequence. Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMS) or Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) is a type of undirected graphical model for discovering the sequences because the structure of the graph shows the independence label sequence model within the sentence. Thus, CRFs will specify a single joint probability distribution from the whole label sequence of the sentence. Finally, they reported that they combined Poly-SVM and PAMCT called (Combine kernel Model (CKM)) for achieving high accuracy. Regardless of the combination techniques for the disambiguation process, some techniques however, did not perform well in disambiguation process.

(17) suggested that they built pattern recognition system to detect ambiguous patterns. They used SVM by specifying every elements into unlike features with the independent classification of the elements. By using SVM, they are able to detect ambiguity in handwritten digit recognition. Likewise, they also used SVM based kernel functions to map between different spaces of hyper plane (splitting classes of the table from positive element to negative and maximizing the separation of classes) by dividing two levels of the class. Finally, they look for ambiguity by looking for classes that have more features in general.

2.10. Naïve Bayes (NB) text classification

The NB text classifier trained the text based on word probability and word count method. It classifies a text through a class based on the words, which appears in the text content by dealing with the probabilities of the words learned from the training data (28).

Mishra & Shukla (29) stated that they implemented a hierarchical text classification, which has two types of text classification and they are NB text classification and Euclidean distance text filtering to detect ambiguities in requirements. The NB text classifier classified the text by estimating the class label based on the training document. They used text filtering classifier to re-classify the process from the NB classifier by narrowing down the number of requirements to reduce errors. They reported that this method supported requirements engineers to save time during the process of software requirements.

Sharma et al. (21) used NB classifier to detect ambiguity in requirements. Before they began with NB classifier, they tokenized the training data using bag of words (BOW) to get the sequences of words from documents and they removed stops words and unique words. Then, they also used n-gram model to obtain consecutive sequence of words in which they focused on the use of unigrams and bigrams with Part of Speech (POS) tagging. Finally, NB classifier classified the documents of n-gram based on POS tagging to detect ambiguity in requirements documents. Another study (20) also suggested that they used NB classifier to classify the antecedents and anaphoric ambiguity, which occurs when a sentence has more than one antecedent. Anaphor are nouns or noun phrases, which is also called antecedent of personal pronon or anaphor because antecedent can be the expression of the anaphor.

According to Maroulis, (30), they indicated that they developed NB classifier to predict the defect proneness of software module because it helped to reduce the testing efforts and software modules time. The feature selection method is very significant for developing defect prediction model. This is because if the task of attributes is larger, it is difficult for normal classifier to resolve this problem. Hence, this paper used NB classifier for defect prediction based on Eclipse and KC1 running bug databases. NB is able to handle for both continuous and discrete attributes of Eclipse and KC1 for each attributes of every files in predicting defects.

Brown, et al. (31) pointed out that they applied NB text classifier to detect coordinating ambiguity in natural language. The coordinating ambiguity means more than one “and” and “or” is used a sentence. They also compared with other machine learning techniques like K-NN, Random tree and Random Forest in detecting coordinating ambiguity. Finally, they reported that NB achieved higher accuracy in detecting coordinating ambiguity as compared to K-NN, Random Forest and Random tree.

2.11. Statistical Machine translation using n-gram model

The n-gram model can be used to detect ambiguity in two ways, which are using probabilistic language models and using words only for prediction. In probabilistic language model, the counting words in corpus is for assigning the probability distribution across words (32). However, the word prediction method is predicting the next word in a sentence or getting consecutive sequence of the words. The other machine learning techniques of text classification will be then used to calculate the probability of the word (20).

Allahyari-Abhari et al., (22) stated that they used n-gram model for predicting a word from previous words in a text based on the classes of words. Some have similar word classes with other words in relation with their meaning and syntactic purposes. Hence, they used unigrams, bigrams and trigrams with the same
training text. They then measured the perplexity (ambiguity) of the Brown corpus by using class-based estimators with the word-based estimators. Their finding showed that trigram produced more significant perplexity value critical of the classes for their 236 out of 244 tested data.

3. Conclusion

As mentioned in literature review section, three approaches to detect ambiguity in Software Requirements Specification (SRS) are manual techniques, semi-automatic approach using natural language processing techniques and semi-automatic approach using machine learning techniques. The strengths and the weaknesses of these three approaches are discussed in below.

The advantage of using the manual approach in detecting ambiguity is that if the inspection and reviewing techniques are combined, it provides instruction and guides on what should be looked for by the inspectors and reviewers. In general, the manual approach is better for those who is less familiar with the software domain (15). The disadvantage of manual approach however, is that some of the inspectors assume that they can detect ambiguity by looking at requirements sentences without instruction. Furthermore, one of the question in the checklist item stated: “Is the requirements ambiguous?”. Such question requires only a ‘yes’ and ‘no’ answer without any supporting details, which may lead to more critical problems in ambiguity detection considering that readers may not even be aware of the ambiguity itself (8). Additionally, reviewers naturally disambiguate the ambiguous documents and they are not aware of other possible interpretations. Instead, they just interpret the document based on first come to their mind known as intended interpretation (16).

The interests in using ontology classifier is that it supported the document understandable by providing the possible subjects or documents even though the input document is ambiguous suggested by the ontology classifier, but still need to increase the accuracy in detecting ambiguity (21). Additionally, the pattern matching process for detecting ambiguity in SRS stated that requirements engineer looks for ambiguity using natural language patterns. However, it still needs to rewrite the requirements after patterns matching process (17). Both ontology classifier and natural language patterns processes are in the category of the semi-automatic approach using natural language processing.

The most benefit of using semi-automatic using machine learning techniques to detect ambiguity in SRS are that decision-trees technique is used to detect ambiguity and also performed well in a lot of relative studies (Pedersen, 2001). The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is able to apply many natural language processing jobs in order to detect errors effectively (18). Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier performed well in detecting ambiguity (21) and also achieved high accuracy in detecting ambiguity (22, 28, 30, 35). The n-gram model is able to help in detecting ambiguity by creating language model and extracting features from a text corpus that can count the frequencies from the appearance of n-gram in a text or word sequence (30).

However, NB classifier is more consistent in detecting ambiguity as compared to the decision-tree (22). NB classifier performed better than Logistic Regression followed by SVM in classification between informational and ambiguous queries based on the use entropy that is known as maximum entropy model to classify some natural language (35). Although n-gram model able to detect ambiguity based on assumption, which is also called probability generalized model, nonetheless, the output of the n-gram model may produce misleading result (30).

Based on our conclusion of strengths and weakness analysis, we can conclude that Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier has achieved the best performance in accuracy as compared to other machine learning techniques and performed well in detecting ambiguity as compared to natural language processing techniques as well as manual techniques.
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